SFist Cocktail Connoisseur

34 BEST BARS TO ENJOY A COCKTAIL (2019)

Try all 34! Send a photo of yourself with a drink at each of the 34 best locations and earn your 'SFist Cocktail Connoisseur' sweatshirt. Visit 17 and earn the T-Shirt. Email submission to 34drinks@sfist.com. Sweatshirt limit 34.

Also, check out our suggested drink orders to taste what we taste!

MOURAD
words, words, words
---
down & derby
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

BERETTA
penicillin #2
---
old vermont
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

CHE FICO
tamarindo
---
grand poppy
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

BELLOTA
domingo secreto
---
no mi culpa
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■
THE PEACEKEEPER
big e-z
---
godddaughter
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT -

SUGAR LOUNGE
bacon ol’ fashioned
---
hannah crush
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT -

NOPA
poinsettia
---
black mamba
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT -

BLACKBIRD
year 2000
---
farmers daughter
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT -

MODERNIST
to bee or not to bee
---
happy cows
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT -
AUGUST (1) FIVE

glamping
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ●

PEARL 6101

scarlet columbine
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ●

ABSINTHE

smokin’ joe
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ●

BON VOYAGE

blue caterpillar
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ●

EVERDENE

love, honor, betrayal
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ●

ELEMENTS @ ONE65

all bark and no bite
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ●

MOONGATE

deimos
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ●

PACIFIC COCKTAIL HAVEN

kung fu pandan
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ●
WILSON & WILSON / BOURBON + BRANCH

imperial eagle
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

THE ALEMBIC

brown butter old fashioned
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

BAR AGRICOLE

zamboanga
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

BENJAMIN COOPER

Sedona retirement home
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

COMSTOCK

barkeep’s whimsy*
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

The Bee Hive

beauty mark
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

HIDEOUT AT DALVA

gold rush
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

Louie’s Gen Gen Room

young coconut
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■
THE INTERVAL
i’ve grown to love life too much
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

LINDEN ROOM
last mohican
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

MAVEN
yuzu envy
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

ODDJOB-SRO
new leaf
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

SMUGGLER’S COVE
batida
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

THIRD RAIL
nighthawks at the diner
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

TOSCA CAFE
roma norte
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■

TRICK DOG
lone wolf
BEEN THERE, DRANK THAT - ■
Submit photos to 34drinks@sfist.com along w/ image of photo ID. Must be 21+ to participate. No purchase necessary. Please drink responsibly. Sweatshirt limit 34.